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Abstract - At the Land-Sea interface, the mangrove
forests represent unique but very threatened
ecosystems. In the tropical island systems as to the
biosphere scale, the mangrove forests and related
biocenoses are relevant anthropization markers. The
pressures and the direct and indirect damage are also
multiple and varied. Generally, the coastal ecosystems
of the French West Indies are in constant evolution. The
effect of natural factors is increased by human activities.
In these small, densely populated and urbanized areas,
the mangrove forests are part of the last unoccupied
areas. Faced with growing development needs, they
represent an area to use, exploit and impact. The human
footprint is high and sometimes it has irreversible
consequences. The human impact mainly translates into
the erosion of biodiversity and ecosystem services.
Facing these imbalances, the study of the mangrove
ecosystem using conservation ecology stands as an
essential approach for the preservation of Martinique’s
coastal ecosystems.
Keywords - Lesser Antilles, Martinique, island
ecosystems, coast, wetlands, mangrove forests,
biodiversity, anthropization

Fig. 1 - Distribution of mangrove forests in the world
Source: From UNEP (United Nations Environment
Programme)

Unique ecosystems, the mangrove forests are subject
to numerous aggressions and are very threatened [6].
Man and his multiple activities is the one principally
responsible for it [7]. The structure, functioning and
dynamics of mangrove forests have been and continue
to be deeply changed [8-9]. The development and
expansion of the industrial and urban areas, port
facilities, the digging of canals and channels, the overexploitation of wood, energy production, agriculture,
salt production, aquaculture, shrimp farming, tourist
facilities as well as many other sources of damage led
to the reduction of this ecosystem’s surfaces in the
tropical world [10], [6], [8]. At least 35% of the
mangrove areas have disappeared in the last two to
five decades [11], [1]. The annual mangrove loss rates
are highly variable due to the margins of error in most
evaluations [1].

I. INTRODUCTION
On the biosphere scale, the mangrove forests occupy
an area of approximately 180 000 square kilometres
[1-2] and are present on all continents [3] and in 112
countries [2]. They range from 30° North 30° South
[4], [2]. However, mangrove forests have developed
beyond these latitudes: in Japan (31° 22' N), in the
Bermuda (32° 20'N), New Zealand (38° 03's), in
Australia (38° 45's), and on the East coast of South
Africa (32° 59's) [3], [5], [2] (Fig. 1).
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The world environmental issues linked to the
mangrove forests affect Martinique as well as part of
similar processes. For example, from 1979 to 1988
Martinique moved from 2500 hectares mangrove to
1840 hectares [12], [5]. From 1951 to 1998, 15% of
the original mangrove areas from the Bay of Fort de
France disappeared [5]. The majority of commercial
and industrial activities, the service activities, the
villages, municipalities and habitats developed on the
coast: the littoralisation phenomenon [13]. Many
mangroves plots were therefore destroyed and drained
for the benefit of infrastructure and habitats
(construction and widening of airports, roads and
highways, construction of tourist sites, commercial
and industrial areas).All the damage resulting from
multiple human activities are destructuring factors of
the mangrove ecosystem and have irreversible
consequences on its operation and biocenosis.
The objective of this article is to show the
main impacts of human activities on the Fort -deFrance mangrove forest, in principal on its structure,

its dynamics, its specific richness for the purpose of
future sustainable management.
II. THE STUDY SITE
The Bay of Fort-de-France is located on the West
coast of Martinique. Opening on the Caribbean Sea,
this Bay has an area of 70 km² and stretches along the
coastline for circa 100 km, between Schœlcher in the
North and Cape Salomon to the South. The Bay of
Fort-de-France mangrove forests cover 1200 hectares
and extend over four municipalities: Lamentin, Ducos,
Rivière-Salée and Trois-Ilets (Fig. 2). This mangrove
forest has three entities: the “Cohé du Lamentin”, the
central area (south of the airport) and the Bay of
Génipa. An alluvial forest as it is created byimportant
watercourses; it represents 65% of Martinique’s
mangrove forests [14].
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Fig. 2 Martinique in the Lesser Antilles and the study Site
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III. METHOD

However, in this transect, it is present beyond this
zone and meets the Avicennia germinans and
sometimes the Rhizophora mangle. Apart from
quadrats 28 and 29, this species is seen in quadrats1 to
47. It is the only species in quadrat 2 and the most
abundant species within quadrats 1, 11, 12, 15 and 16
(Fig. 3).

This study is based on the analysis of aerial
photographs but also on observations and floristic
inventories. We were able to reveal changes in the
landscape on the outskirts of the Bay of Fort-deFrance mangrove forests and observe its spatialtemporal evolution between 1951 and 2004. We
defined the mangrove forest perimeter using the 1951
aerial photographs taken by IGN1. This perimeter was
superimposed on transparent paper on a 2004 IGN
aerial photography and on a 2004 topographic map
(IGN) to a scale of 1: 25 000. To appreciate the
floristic diversity of the mangrove forest and its
structure, quantitative surveys were conducted in two
sites corresponding to two transects divided into
quadrats: site1 (Fig. 3) and site 2 (Fig. 6). Several
descriptors were considered for each transect: species,
individuals, height, diameter, health status.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Fig.3 The distribution of mangroves on site 1

A. Analysis of the floristic surveys of the two sites

The overall biomass of this station is low (Fig. 4).
More than 2/3 of individuals have a diameter less than
or equal to 15 cm (81.50%): individuals with a section
of 5 and 2.5 are the most numerous (1/3 of individuals
are of class 5 cm or 33.36%). There are only ten
individuals between 50 and 80 cm in diameter: three
individuals classed at 50 cm, two individuals classed
at 55 cm, three individuals classed at 60 cm, an
individual classed at 70 cm and an individual classed
at 80 cm (Fig. 4).
The majority of site 1 individuals (98.8%)
have a height less than or equal to 15 metres (Fig. 5).
More than half of the specimens have a height
comprised between 2 to 8 metres (52, 50%). Only one
of them rises to 28 meters (class 25-35 meters), which
corresponds to the maximum height in this site.

A.1. Site 1
Site 1, covering 2750 m² is colonized by three
mangrove
species:Rhizophora
mangle
(832
individuals), Avicennia germinans (1040 individuals)
andLaguncularia racemosa (406). The Rhizophora
manglespecies that usually colonizes the seafront is
present in quadrat no. 6 (Fig. 3). It is absent from
quadrat 11 to quadrat 16 and in the quadrats where it
is found (quadrat 17 to the sea front), it exhibits
variations in density. Rhizophora mangle is the
dominant species in quadrats 20 to 25, 34, 35, 43, 44,
45, 46, 49 and forms the first floristic belt of this
mangrove forest (quadrats 50 to 55; Fig. 3). Avicennia
germinans is present in quadrat 1 to quadrat 49 (Fig.
3) and is the most abundant species (Fig. 3). From the
point of view of individualdensity per quadrat, it has a
different structure from that of the previous
species(Fig. 3). The Laguncularia racemosa is a
species which prefers areas with low salinity. It
usually develops towards the interior of the land.
1

Institute Géographique National (France)
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the sea front, in the last two quadraats (23 and 24)
wh
hile it is norrmally a speecies with a low affinityy for
saalt.

Fig. 4 Distribution
D
o diameters inn site 1
of

Fig. 6 Thhe distributionn of mangrovees in site 2

Th
he biomass of
o this manggrovelot (sitee 2) is also low
(F
Fig. 7). The individuals
i
w
with a diameeter less thann or
eq
qual to 15 cm (95.91%
%) are the most numerrous
including 5 cm
c ones (41.62%). Apart from seeven
Avvicennia germ
minans with a 17 meter height
h
(class 1525
5 m), more thhan half the individuals range
r
betweeen 1
an
nd 8 meters (63.72%) (Figg. 8).

Figg 5
Diistribution of heights
h
in sitee 1

A.22 Site 2
On site 2 with a surface off 1200 m² wee find the sam
me
mangrove speecies (Fig. 6): 23 Laguncularia
raccemosa, 315 Rhizophora mangleand 1382Avicennnia
gerrminans. Thhe one speccies of quaddrats 2 to 17,
Aviicennia Germ
minans is the most distrributed becauuse
it iss present froom quadrat 1 to quadrat 21 (Fig. 6). Its
dennsity is variaable throughhout the sitee but is largeely
dom
minant in quuadrats 1 to 19.
1 The Rhizoophora manggle
mainly colonizees the seafroont (from quadrat 19 to 24)
2
d
valuee. Contrary to
witth an increaase in the density
theA
Avicennia germinans
g
annd the Rhizop
ophora manggle,
the Laguncularria racemosa is charactterized by loow
most on all quadrats.
q
Hoowever, a few
f
poppulationsalm
inddividuals of thhis species have
h
been reccorded towarrds

Fig. 7 Distribution of diameters in
i site 2
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po
opulations whose
w
the m
majority of in
ndividuals have
h
seections betw
ween 5 and 15 cm. Nevertheless, we
caannot speak of a young mangrove forest
f
even if a
go
ood proportiion of the inndividuals are
a regeneraation
treees (low diaameters and heights). Th
his low biom
mass
results from the effects of Hurrican
ne Dean whhich
strruck Martinnique in 20007. Many units of this
mangrove foreest are going through regeneration.
B. Diachroniic evolutionn of the Fort-de-Fraance
ma
angroves
Th
he diachronnic analysis using aeriial photograaphs
sh
hows a decrrease of thee mangrovee forest surfface
beetween 19511 and 2004. This decreease has a dual
d
caause: the establishment aand extensio
on of land plots
p
deedicated to the cultivatiion of sugaar cane and the
deevelopment of
o peri-urbaan areas: a parcel
p
has been
b
drrained out more
m
than 40 years ago in
n order to build
ho
ousing and others haave been converted into
cu
ultivated suurfaces dediicated to the
t
culture of
su
ugarcane (Figg. 9). There iis still an inccrease in cerrtain
seectors (Fig. 9). In facct, the anallysis reveals a
mangrove advvance towarrds the wateerfront (Fig. 9).
his phenomeenon is due tto terrigenou
us sedimentss on
Th
the bosom of the
t Ocean neear the coastaal masses whhich
vour the deevelopment oof mangrovee seedlings and
fav
paarticipate inn mangrove progradatio
on. Rhizophhora
ma
angle is the only speciess involved in
n this processs. In
so
ome terrigenous hyper-seedimentation
n situations this
sp
pecies prodduces "tom
mbolos". To
o protect the
mangroves mainly
m
from commerciall buildings, the
Naational Foreests Departm
ment of Fraance (NFB) has
strrengthened the mangroove back lan
nd by plannting
Geenipa Americcana (genipaas, Rubiaceae).

Fig. 8 Distribution of heights in site 2

A.33 General synnthesis
Thee differencces betweeen transect and as a
connsequence beetween quaddrats are signnificant from
ma
struuctural, architectural andd bio-demogrraphic point of
view. The manngrove foresst is therefoore a complex,
hetterogeneous and origginal envirronment. The
T
disttribution of species poppulations seeems random as
dem
monstrated by
b the two liists (Fig. 3 & 6). Thus, we
cannnot define a unique mangrove
m
f
forest
structuure
schheme in term
ms of space series. Thee structure and
a
spaatial distribuution of the species deppend on maany
factors includinng anthropic ones. In facct, the artificcial
chaannels have changed
c
the structure off this mangroove
foreest.
The
contributioons
alluvial-teerrigenous
throoughout theese latter are
a
at the origin of the
t
devvelopment off Rhizophoraa manglein itts interior. This
antthropisation has influencced the geneeral ecosysteem
struucture, the dyynamics andd the mangrovve distributioon.
The Baay of Fort-dee-France manngrove forestt is
a loow biomass mangrove forest.
fo
This is in relationn to
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Fig. 9 Sketch of thhe spatial dynaamics of the Bay
B of Fort-dee-France manggroves

Th
here are sevveral industtrial, commeercial and craft
c
areas and num
merous amennities near th
he Bay of FortF
dee-France maangrove forrest (Fig. 2).In addittion,
seeveral acres of sugar cane adjoin Génipa Bayy (a
co
omponent off the Bay off Fort-de-Fraance; Fig. 2)): in
Laamentin, 7000 hectares off sugar cane and
a banana have
h
beeen identifieed, in Ducoss we find 130
1
hectaress of
su
ugarcane andd 170 hectarees of bananaa and at Rivvière
Saalée 673 hecctares of suggarcane [15] (Fig. 2). Caattle
an
nd pigfarmss are alsoo present in the thhree
mu
unicipalities. Moreoverr, within th
he Bay baasin,
paarticularly in communes such as le Frrançois or SaaintJo
oseph we cann see bananaa, cane sugarr crops and less
im
mportant veggetable crops and cattlee, pig and goat
g
farrms. All thee pollution sources from
m these activiities
co
ontribute too the coontamination
n of variious
en
nvironment elements
e
[16]] (Fig. 13).

o human im
mpacts on thhe Bay of FoortC. The effects of
de--France mangroves
Inddustry, agricculture, urbbanization and domesstic
polllution as well
w
as commercial activities,
a
rooad
infrrastructure and
a landfills are sources of disturbannce
andd/or damage to the Fort-de-France mangroves
m
(F
Fig.
10, 11 & 12). All
A these actiivities have adverse effeects
on the coastal ecosystems.
e

Fig. 10, 11 & 122 Examples of pollution in the Bay of Fort
F
F
de France
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ch
hemical elem
ments are invvolved in thee eutrophizaation
ph
henomenon. This runoff is a factor which
w
aggravvates
the pollution. Like most oof Martinique’s rivers, thhose
wh
hich have thheir outlet inn the Bay off Fort-de-Fraance
are also polluted (TABLE I & Fig. 15).

Fig. 13 The floow of pollutaants into the main terrestrrial
mpartments Soource: Startingg from [16]
com

Thee hydrographhic network consists
c
of several riverss of
diffferent sizess (Fig. 144). The ruunoff on the
t
toppographic suurfaces coverred with agrricultural plots
trannsfers terriggenous particcles and orrganic materrial
(foood, abattoiirs and quuarrying inndustries) and
a
hyddrocarbons (power staations, refinnery and port
p
actiivities), heaavy metals (chemical industries, car
c
garrages, port annd road infraastructures), phosphates
p
a
and
nitrrates (distilleeries) in theese rivers. These
T
last tw
wo

Fig
g. 14 The watter context of the Bay of Fo
ort-de-France
So
ource: [17]

TABLE I
The State of certain waater courses of the Bay of
o Fort-de-Fraance accordiing to the 2010 SDAGE Source:
S
[18]
Name off the watercourse

Ecologicaal
status

Declassing
para
ameters

Chemiccal
status

Declassing
parameterss

Lézarde RiverDownsttream

Bad

Chlo
ordecone

Bad

HAPs2

Lézarde RiverMediian

Bad

Chlo
ordecone

Bad

HAPs

Lézardde RiverUpstreeam

Good

Bad

TBT3 cation

Bllanche River

Good

Bad

TBT cation

Poor

HAPs
Chlorpyrifos

Poor

HAPs
Chlorpyrifos

Moonsieur River

2
3

Poor

Total phosphorus
p
Co
opper
Zinc
Z
Total phosphorus
p
Co
opper
Zinc
Z

Madame River

Poor

Case Navvire RiverUpsstream

Good

Goodd

Case Navirre RiverDownnstream

Good

Goodd

PA
AHs : Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
h
TB
BT: tributyltinn
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Frrance is characterized
c
d by high
h hydrocarrbon
co
oncentrationss [20], [17]. We should also
a note thaatthe
“C
Cohé du Lamentin”
L
ppresents a strong hypperseedimentation level and rrates high in
n heavy mettals,
hy
ydrocarbons and pathoogen micro organisms[20],
[17]. All this chemical
c
polllution has consequences
c
s on
the aquatic bioodiversity (TABLE II).

Fig. 15 Distributiion of the Chllordecone conncentration in the
sediments of Marrtinique’s riveers in 2008 Soource:[19]

Thee rivers on thhe Bay of Foort-de-Francee slopes drainn a
largge volume of
o alluvial-terrrigenous seddiments. Theese
seddiment
contributions
are
nott
distributted
hom
mogeneouslyy in the mangrove forrest back laand
beccause they depend on
o
topograaphy (slopees),
hyddrology (flooods), oceann currents as
a well as on
hum
man actions. The hyper-ssedimentation of the Bayy of
Forrt-de-France results in paart from the decrease of the
t
veggetation coveer of the addjacent wateer basin due to
hum
man impact.. For exampple, according to a stuudy
connducted by the
t Martiniqque Departmeental Directiion
for Equipmentt in 1984, each year “la Lézardde”
depposited 100,0000 m³ of seddiments in thhe Bay of Foortde--France [17]((Fig. 16).
In diffeerent areas as well as neaar the outlett of
cerrtain streamss, the Bay of
o Fort-de-F
France contains
nottable levels of
o micro-polllutants [20]. For exampple,
the Bay of Flem
mands (Fort--de-France) and
a the estuaary
t areas moost affected by
of the Madamee river are the
l
(Figg. 2 & Fig. 16).
levels of copper, Zinc and lead[20]
t “Cohé duu Lamentin”” and in the Bay of Géniipa
In the
(Figg. 2 & Fig. 16) the zinc,, copper andd chromium are
a
4
abuundant [20],, [17]. Near the “Petit Illet” in the Bay
B
of Génipa (Figg. 2 & Fig. 16) the conncentrations of
a hydrocaarbons are high
h
[20], [17].
heaavy metals and
Thee vicinity of the international airpoort of Fort-dde4

Fig. 16 The
T rivers of thhe Bay of Fortt-de-France

TAB
BLE II
Example of Chlordecoone levels in the aquatic
environmentts and Land--Sea interfacees Source: [21]

Aquatic
organism
ms
Fish
f
stock/River fish
Crayfish
Marine fishh
Crustaceanns
(lobsters, craabs)

Numb
ber
off
samp
ples

Detectio
on
ratee

Median
n5
values
(mg/kgg
of fat)

13

69%
%

0.072

9
48

56%
%
13%
%

0.028
0.004

15

47%
%

0.020

Th
herefore, thee ecological state of the Bay of Fort-deFrrance mangrrove forest is more orr less disturrbed
beecause the sittuations varyy from one floristic
f
entitty to

5

Number
N
ranginng in the midddle of the set of
o values, in other
o
wo
ords there arre as many items below and above this
nu
umber

Thhere is also silttation in thesee two areas.
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another [22]. According to certain criteria , the
ecological state of the Génipa mangrove forest is
considered "little disturbed”[22](TABLE III). In other
words, the ecological state of this mangrove forest
would be the right one. Nevertheless, a good
environmental status does not systematically mean the
absence of species contamination by toxic pollutants.
In the Génipa mangrove forest, near the Canal Ducos
district and the Canal Ducos stream and near Petit
Bourg (Fig. 16), there are areas of high concentrations
in pathogens and phosphorus and nitrogen
nutrients[20], [17]. The ecological state of the “Cohé
du Lamentin”mangrove forests is considered “slightly
disturbed”[22] (TABLE III).

6

Rate of siltation and organic materials, presence and
abundance of terrestrial fauna, seagrass beds presence and
state of health, etc.
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TABLE III
Ecological state of some mangrove forests from the Bay of Fort-de-France compared with other mangrove forests in
Martinique Source: [22]

Mangroves

Vase rate (MW
rate) in %

Characteristics of the
endofauna

Ecological
status

Comments

Cohé du
Lamentin

60 (4.4)

Biomass and high density.
Dominance of bivalves

Slightly disturbed

Very strong
vulnerability and
heritage interest

Génipa

>85 (1.03)

High biomass, dominance of bivalves
and echinoderms-rich

Little disturbed

Reserve project

Trou Manuel

<60 (3.46)

High biomass and abundance

Slightly disturbed

Small vulnerable
deposits of bivalve of
interest.

Massy-Massy

64 (3.29)
Low biomass and abundance.
Rich in polychaetes

Slightly disturbed

Slightly disturbed

Average vulnerability
High heritage interest

Undisturbed

DCE reference site

Paquemar

76 (2.79)

Bay du Trésor

72 (3.56)

Very high biodiversity. Strong
biomass and density

Bay du requins

56,58 (4.23)

Diversified, balanced biomass and
density

The destruction of buffer areas for agricultural
purposes and the spread of human activities on the
outskirts have weakened the Génipa mangroves: in
principal the cutting of trees. Accordingly, due to
nibbling, the area directly influenced by the ocean
environment is no

High vulnerability
Very high heritage
value

runoff in order to limit access to the Bay. Therefore,
the significant sedimentary flows affect the corals and
the sea grass which are very sensitive to turbidity.
Faced with pollution and no longer protected as
before, the Fort-de-France mangrove forests currently
suffer from deep ecological imbalances and can no
longer carry out their eco system tasks as they did
before and therefore they represent the anthropic
deregulation of the connected coastal bio systems
which become increasingly vulnerable (Fig. 18). For
example, the hyper-sedimentation, the nutrients
(phosphates and nitrogen), hydrocarbons, pesticides
and other pollutants are elements of river degradation
and therefore of the quality of marine waters,
mangroves, seagrass and coral. Due to their
characteristics these elements are anthropization
markers.

longer protected from pollution by the mangrove back
area. All these problems increase the vulnerability of
this wetland ecosystem and lead to the erosion of its
ecosystem services [23](Fig. 17). In fact, the hypersedimentation in certain areas of the Bay of Fort-deFrance or the Bay of Génipa (Rivière Salée and Petit
Bourg) is one of the consequences of the surface
retreat of the mangrove forests. The latter no longer
carries out its function of sediment filtering properly
in other words it no longer stores them. Generally, the
Bay of Fort-de-France mangrove forests no longer
fully stabilize the sediments they receive from the
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ng and a habbitat
place of breedding, nestingg and feedin
fo
or fish, birds and other annimal speciess[3], [7], [24]].
D.. What futuree governancee for this eco
osystem?
Cu
urrently, thee Fort-de-Frrance mangrrove forests are
un
nder no prootection. Theey are not classified as
a a
naational or reggional naturee reserve and
d are not parrt of
the spaces accquired by the Littoraal Conservaation
au
uthority. Thhey are nott subject to
o any speccific
prrefectural deecree and arre not classified as nattural
Zo
one with Faauna and Flora of Inteerest (ZNIEF
FF).
Ho
owever, for several
s
yearss, one of its components,
c
, the
Géénipa mangrrove forest, has formed the object of
o a
regional naturre reserve prroject becausse it is the most
m
intteresting unnit from an ecological and biologgical
po
oint of view
w (less disturrbed). The regional
r
nattural
reserve is in place, as the m
most suitablee regulatory tool
fo
or preservingg this mangrrove forest, its biodiverrsity
an
nd its biologgical and eccological ballance. This tool
wiill contribuute both ttothe protecction and the
management of the eenvironment.. It may be
upplemented by requiirements off the Litttoral
su
Co
onservation authority and the biotope decrees off the
Frrench State.
Howevver, pendingg the classiification of the
Géénipa mangrrove forests as a regionaal reserve whhich
wiill protect it from damagge, we shoulld strengthenn its
mangrove backk-land bordeered by grow
wing commerrcial
an
nd
agriculltural
activities
wh
hich
represent
vu
ulnerability factors.
f
It shhould be noteed that the good
g
eccological staate of the riivers that feeed the Génnipa
mangrove foorests and the adjaceent Bay with
w
terrrigenous seddiments is viital. Therefore, the polluution
an
nd pressures on the wateer basin mustt be reducedd. In
the context off sustainable developmen
nt, we must find
l
a way to reconcile the economic activities, land
planning and the respectt for the en
nvironment. We
ust achieve a balance bbetween Natu
ure and Hum
man
mu
So
ociety as a teerritory empptied of its plant
p
and aniimal
weealth is a pooor territory.

Fig. 17 Diagrram of the maangroveecosysstem services

Fig.18Distributioon of benthic biocenosis health
h
conditioons
onthhe coast of Martinique, 2006-2008
2
[thhe "Biocenossis"
field shows the percentage
p
off health condittions for the two
t
mbined commuunities (coral and seagrass communities))].
com
Souurce: [18]

Irreeversible annthropogenicc damages also have a
seriious impactt on biodivversity, its structures, its
funnctions and its
i evolutionn process. This could bee a
hanndicap for thhe future devvelopment [111], [1],[14]. In
fact, the mangrove forest iss an ecosysteem that is hom
me
to a rich and varied
v
biodiversity like specific birrds,
cruustaceans, fish and insects. Together with
w the plannts,
the latter form an eco-com
mplex supplyying primorddial
hom
meostatic fuunctions. It absorbs caarbon dioxide,
em
mits oxygen and
a traps parrticles in susspension in the
t
air and protectss the low coaasts from marine erosion by
[
It is allso a refugee, a
stabbilizing sediiments [3], [23].

CLUSION
V. CONC
Th
he regressionn of Martinnique’s mang
grove forestts is
the result of economic groowth, rapid urbanization
u
and
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increased human density in the twentieth century.
Population pressures in small areas affect all
ecosystems. Together with the littoralisation
phenomenon, it is one of the causes of the regressions
of the island mangrove forests. In fact, in a few
decades,
Martinique’s
landscape
has
been
transformed. The island has moved from an
agricultural economy to a service and natural spaces
economy against an urban-based economic
development. This landscape modification could
mainly be observed around the Bay of Fort de France
between 1951 and 2004(Fig. 2 & Fig. 9).
All the problems caused by human activities
have adversely affected the mangrove forests and the
associated ecosystems. In fact, the rivers, mangrove
forests, bays, seagrass beds and coral reefs suffer from
deep ecological imbalances. In the face of all these
pressures, it is imperative, even urgent to protect the
Bay of Fort-de-France mangrove forest, the last large
mangrove forest of the island. Martinique’s heritage
ecosystems must be preserved because they can
represent a factor of future economic development by
means of a controlled development based on a balance
between the Environment and Human Society.

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]
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